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cElectrical Engineer, Warwick, UK

Abstract

Simulation-based building retrofit analysis tools and electricity grid expansion planning tools are not readily com-

patible. Their integration is required for the combined study of building retrofit measures and electrified heating

technologies using low carbon electricity generation. The direct coupling of these modelling frameworks requires

the explicit mathematical representation of Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) in building-to-grid energy system

models. The current paper introduces an automated calibration methodology which describes retrofitted buildings as

parametric functions of ECMs. The buildings are represented using a lumped parameter modelling framework. A

baseline model, representative of the building prior to retrofit, and the retrofit functions are calibrated using Particle

Swarm Optimisation. Synthetic temperature and heating load time-series data were generated using an EnergyPlus

semi-detached house archetype model. The model is representative of this residential building category in Ireland.

It is shown that the proposed methodology calibrates retrofitted building models to an acceptable level of accuracy

(MAE below 0.5 °C). The methodologies introduced in the current paper are capable of generating lumped parameter

building models with similar dynamics for different ECMs for any archetype building energy model. The identified

building retrofit models have the potential to be integrated with electricity grid models in a computationally-efficient

manner.

Keywords: Lumped parameter models, building model calibration, building retrofit, particle swarm optimization,

integrated analysis.

Nomenclature

Variables and parameters

A Area [m2]

α Calibration parameter (exponential approximation) [−]

β Calibration parameter (exponential approximation) [−]

C Lumped Capacitance [J/kgK]
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d Weather disturbances

∆R Variation in lumped resistance [m2K/W]

∆p Variation in calibration parameters

∆Tavg Variation in annual average internal temperature [°C]

∆x Variation in layer thickness increment [m]

F Set of fixed parameters (calibration)

In Set of thermal nodes adjacent to node n

J ( · ) Calibration cost function

g Solar transmittance (Window) [−]

λ Thermal conductance [W/mK]

M Index for external insulation (Ensemble)

n Number of insulation steps

nl Number of layers in a wall

nC Number of capacitances

nR Number of resistances

N Index for internal insulation (Ensemble)

NH Calibration horizon [time steps]

O Index for ceiling insulation (Ensemble)

p Set of calibration parameters

Q Heating Load [W]

R Lumped Resistance [m2K/W]

T Temperature [°C]

u Heating load [W]

U Thermal Transmittance (U-value) [W/m2K]

V Set of variable parameters (calibration)

Subscripts

0 Baseline model (Calibration parameters)

att Attic

amb Outdoor temperature

c Ceiling node

ceil Ceiling Insulation

data Synthetic data

ext External Insulation

gnd Ground node
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heat Heat input

int Internal Insulation

in f Infiltration

k Time-step index (Building model thermal evolution)

l Time-step index (Particle Swarm Optimization)

r Room temperature

M,N,O Calibration parameter point (Ensemble)

s Solar gains

si Inside surface resistance [m2K/W]

so Outside surface resistance [m2K/W]

wall External walls

win Window

theo Theoretical value (resistance or capacitance)

total Total construction resistance

w Wall node
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Superscripts

? Optimal (calibrated) parameter

Acronyms

ACH Air Changes per Hour

BEMS Building Energy Model Simulation

CV(RMS E) Coefficient of Variation of Root Mean Square Error

ECM Energy Conservation Measure

EPS Expanded polystyrene

GA Genetic Algorithm

GAMS General Algebraic Modeling System

GHG Greenhouse Gas (Emission)

IWEC International Weather Energy Conversion

LP Linear Program

MAE Mean Average Error

MILP Mixed Integer Linear Program

MBE Mean Biased Error

PS O Particle Swarm Optimization

S EAI Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland

S QP Sequential Quadratic Programming
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1. Introduction

1.1. Decarbonisation of the residential sector in Ireland

Current European policy targets a reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by at least 80% below 1990 levels10

by 2050, including a 95% abatement of GHG emissions in the building sector [1]. Buildings represent 40% of global

energy consumption and account for nearly 30% of energy related global GHG emissions [2]. In the Irish context, the

residential sector represents 25% of the primary energy supply [3] and a quarter of energy related CO2 emissions in

2015 [4]. One approach to decarbonise the Irish residential sector using current technologies is the implementation

of effective Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs), including upgrades of heating systems [5]. Ahern et al. [6]15

determined that building retrofit measures have the potential to reduce by 65% the heating costs and CO2 emissions

for detached rural houses built prior to 1979 (approximately 20% of the Irish domestic dwelling stock). Ahern et al.

conclude that government incentives (such as the Better Energy Homes scheme [7]) are required to incentivise retrofit,

given the significant upfront cost for end users. Without monetary or economic incentives, home owners are unlikely

to carry out energy efficiency measures [8].20

The Irish Government estimates an investment of 35 billion EUR (20,000 EUR per dwelling) is required to bring

the domestic stock (as of 2015) to an efficient level of energy performance (BER rating B) [9]. There is a need for the

study of techno-economic mechanisms by which the environmental and economic benefits of government investment

in energy conservation measures are maximised. One such mechanism corresponds to the electrification of domestic

space heating and domestic hot water supply. Under this mechanism, efficient electrified heating technologies such25

as heat pumps and storage heating [10] displace the CO2 emissions arising from fossil fuel consumption for heating.

The displaced CO2 emissions are abated by the usage of low-carbon electricity generation assets. In 2015, fossil fuels

accounted for 61% of energy-related CO2 emissions in the residential sector [4]. During the same period, electricity

accounted for only 25% of residential final energy use [3]. Furthermore, wind generation represents 23% of electricity

generation and it is likely to increase in order to meet the Irish Government target of 40% generation using Renewable30

Energy sources [11]. Storage heating becomes a technology of interest as it has the potential to provide power system

operators with demand management alternatives while increasing the usage of electricity generation assets [12].

The interconnection between building retrofits, electrified heating technologies and low-carbon electricity gener-

ation is evident. If energy efficiency measures and electrified heating systems are combined, the carbon emissions

associated with domestic space heating and domestic hot water can potentially be displaced by low-carbon power35

generation. At an aggregated level, building and grid model integration has the potential to reduce peak electric-

ity consumption and defer future investments in electricity generation capacity. Furthermore, heating storage can

further minimize generation cost by shifting demand from excess wind production to domestic heat storage units.

The integrated assessment of building retrofit measures, electrified heating technologies and variable energy gener-

ation requires the development of an integrated building-to-grid retrofit modelling framework by which the overall40

environmental and economic benefits can be maximised.
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1.2. Modelling integrated building and grid retrofit policies

Techno-economic building retrofit optimisation often relies on the coupling of heuristic optimisation techniques

(e.g., Genetic Algorithms) and Building Energy Model Simulation (BEMS) tools [13]-[16]. In such a framework,

the heuristic optimisation solver uses BEMS models in an iterative manner for cost function evaluation purposes.45

However, power systems investment planning problems are often defined using classical optimisation models such

as Mixed-Integer Linear Problems (MILP) (e.g.,[17] - [18]). Prior work that has addressed building-to-grid analysis

focussed on methodologies that use BEMS and power systems optimisation in a sequential manner. This typically

involves the use of BEMS to generate synthetic building performance data as an input to power systems optimisation

tools. Ault et al. [19] adopted this approach by pre-calculation of heating demand profiles using the ESP-r simulation50

environment [20]. These heating profiles were used as input to a power systems optimization study.

A disadvantage associated with this approach is that BEMS are unable to adapt to dynamic events occurring in

the power systems model (e.g., availability of variable generation or demand response events) unless a potentially

sub-optimal iterative and computationally-expensive strategy is considered. For integrated energy scenario analysis,

where building and grid models need to be combined, a linear representation of building energy performance is55

required. Integrated models of this nature will facilitate comprehensive building thermal performance assessment,

such as building retrofit analysis or the effect of increased penetration of electrified space and water heating systems,

in the context of wider integration of renewable energy generation into the electricity grid.

1.3. Contributions of this paper

The current paper introduces three automated calibration methodologies, each capable of transforming any resi-60

dential BEMS archetype model into a lumped parameter archetype building model, representative of an ECM con-

figuration. In the current paper, an ECM configuration is defined as a combination of ECM measures (e.g., 100 mm

of external wall insulation combined with 200 mm of ceiling insulation). For any BEMS archetype, several ECM

configurations can exist. The first methodology, denoted Sequential Calibration, exploits a semi-physical interpreta-

tion of the lumped parameter modelling framework, to define a selected building model parameter (e.g., external wall65

resistance), as a function of monotonic increments in an individual building fabric ECM (e.g., increments in external

wall insulation thickness). These functions are defined as retrofit functions. To date, there has been no attempt to for-

mulate lumped parameter building models automatically as functions of ECM. Sequential Calibration is constrained

to the identification of a suitable baseline (i.e., pre-retrofit) lumped parameter building model. The second calibra-

tion methodology introduced in the current paper addresses this limitation by simultaneously identifying the baseline70

model and the retrofit function associated with each ECM. This methodology, denoted as Simultaneous Calibration, is

shown to potentially result in a calibration bias (e.g., retrofitted models with low levels of insulation may be calibrated

with less accuracy than the retrofitted models with higher levels of insulation).

The third methodology, which is the main contribution of the current paper, is denoted as Ensemble Calibration.

The key difference is that Simultaneous Calibration defines a single retrofit function per ECM, whereas Ensemble75
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Calibration defines a group of retrofit functions, each one based on a combination of the other ECMs. For example, in

Simultaneous Calibration there is only one single retrofit function associated with external wall insulation. In Ensem-

ble Calibration, a retrofit function associated with external wall insulation is defined for every possible combination

of ceiling insulation and internal insulation. Ensemble Calibration results in the identification of linear, lumped pa-

rameter models with a Mean Average Error (MAE) less than 0.5 °C, compared to the synthetic data generated using80

the associated BEMS archetype. This metric has been suggested in the literature as an acceptable calibration accuracy

[21]-[23]. More importantly, the Ensemble Calibration methodology results in a number of lumped parameter building

models with shared parameters (i.e., the baseline model). Therefore, the corresponding discrete-time linear building

models are linearly dependent with respect to the discrete-time baseline model. This linearity is a key requirement of

a building-to-grid co-optimization model used to assess optimal, large-scale ECM building configurations.85

Ensemble Calibration is the first step towards the seamless integration of dynamic building energy models with

grid models in an ECM investment decision-making framework. To date this broader agenda has not been addressed

in the literature. The proposed methodology is not designed to support retrofit decision-making of an individual

building retrofit project. Instead, the combinatorial archetype lumped parameter models developed using the proposed

methodology have the potential to enable planners to simultaneously assess both ECM investment decisions and90

economic investment decisions when considering integrated building thermal and electricity grid flexibility analysis,

which are usually considered at scale (e.g., at a national level). A case in point being that building retrofit policy-

making (e.g., end-use incentives) can now be influenced by varying levels of RES penetration and/or electricity system

investment options without the need to re-compute the building heating loads for each desired ECM configuration.

Both the building thermal models and the power systems models could be simultaneously optimised, in theory, during95

the retrofit decision-making process.

The proposed framework does not explicitly deal with building model uncertainty at this stage of development.

The explicit modelling of building uncertainty in linear archetype building models results in a non-linear model with

varying parameters associated with uncertainty distributions for selected building parameters. This is not consistent

with the desirable modelling framework for tractable building-to-grid co-optimisation (i.e., linear building modelling).100

To conclude, the methodologies introduced in the current paper assume the development of residential archetypes

representative of a national building stock [24]. Residential archetypes are increasingly being used in building energy

research at the urban and national level (e.g., [25]-[27]).The proposed contribution adds the possibility integrating

power systems issues with urban and national energy modelling via BEMS archetypes, which to date has not been

addressed.105

1.4. Structure of the current paper

The current paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of lumped parameter building modelling

and model calibration via heuristics optimization. Section 3 describes methodologies to identify parametric evolu-

tion of a single ECM (Sequential Calibration) and multiple ECMs (Simultaneous Calibration). A third methodology
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(Ensemble Calibration) is proposed to improve the accuracy of Simultaneous Calibration. Section 4 shows the appli-110

cation of these methods in the calibration of different lumped parameter models representative of an archetype of a

semi-detached house model for all possible insulation retrofit combinations of external, internal and ceiling insulation.

Section 5 provides a discussion of the results. Section 6 closes with the conclusions of the research work.

2. Background

2.1. Lumped parameter models115

Simplified dynamic building energy models can be obtained from synthetic data using computing tools such as

neural networks ([28]- [29]), support vector machines ([30, 31]) and machine-learning methods ([32]). Synthetic

data can also be used to identify linear building models using linear regression ([33, 34]) and system identification

methods ([35]). Alternatively, archetype construction information and synthetic data can be used for the calibration

of lumped parameter building models ([36, 37]). The current work uses lumped parameter building models because120

of the intuitive semi-physical interpretation of the building model parameters.

Lumped parameter models (Figure 2) are a simplified representation of conductive and convective heat transfer

through building elements. The approach is based on the electrical analogy method [38], in which electric resistances

and capacitances model the thermal resistance and capacitance of material layers. The resulting multi-nodal model is

further simplified by lumping parameters together, hence the name of the method. The heat balance at a thermal node

n is modelled as a first order differential equation

Cn
d Tn

dt
=

∑
∀i∈In

Ti − Tn

Ri
+ Qn (1)

where Ri is the thermal resistance between elements i and n, Cn is the thermal capacitance of the node, Tn represents

the node temperature and Qn models the heat fluxes applied to the node. The set In includes all nodes connected to

node n. The resulting structure is often referred to as a ‘thermal network’.

2.2. Lumped parameter model calibration125

Building model calibration refers to the identification of unknown building energy model parameters based on me-

tered or synthetic performance data. A detailed review of the calibration of such models is found in [39]. The current

paper is concerned only with the automated calibration of deterministic lumped parameter models. Numerically, the

automated calibration problem consists of identifying building model parameters which minimize the error between

model predictions and synthetic or metered building data. The minimization problem is non-linear and non-convex130

given the nature of the parameters being estimated (e.g., 1/CnRi). Gradient-based deterministic non-linear solvers

such as Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) can be used only if a good initial point is provided [40] or if a

large-multi-start approach is used [41]. Otherwise, the solution can be potentially attracted to local minima, which

results in a sub-optimally calibrated model and therefore, less accurate energy predictions.
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Stochastic building model calibration [42] is an approach that has gained acceptance among building modellers.135

The building dynamics are represented by stochastic differential equations and the parameters are identified via max-

imum likelihood estimation. The method is robust when noisy data sets are considered. Another possible approach

is Bayesian Calibration ([43]). This method finds posterior distributions of uncertain building parameters given prior

distribution assumptions. The approach performs well with noisy sensor data sets. These methods result in stochastic

models (e.g., Kalman Filters) and statistical models (e.g., Gaussian emulators) which, while useful for other applica-140

tions, are not compatible with a linear building-to-grid co-optimisation framework.

Another calibration approach is the use of heuristic optimization techniques. Such techniques do not require an

initial point as an input parameter. However, there is no guarantee of global optimality, given the heuristic nature

of the algorithm initialization. Furthermore, the method does not explicitly account for model uncertainties. Wang

and Xu ([44]) use Genetic Algorithms (GA) to calibrate a heterogeneous building envelope and internal mass model145

using building data. The parameters of the building walls and roof, modelled as 3R2C (three resistances and two

capacitances) networks, are identified via the minimization of the frequency response between the theoretical model

and building performance. The internal mass is identified by minimizing the difference between the estimated and

measured heating and cooling loads. Fraisse et al. [36] identified the parameters of a 4R5C model using GA and

constant step tests on a logarithmic time scale, which account for fast and slow dynamics. Synthetic data was generated150

using an equation solver to generate simulated data.

All of the above mentioned calibration methods (stochastic, statistical and heuristic optimisation) focus on finding

the parameters that calibrate a single building model. The aim of the current paper is to introduce methodologies

which simultaneously calibrate multiple building models, where each model represents a possible ECM configuration

of the same building. The current paper proposes three methodologies which define each possible retrofitted lumped155

parameter model as an explicit function of a baseline (uninsulated) building energy model and functions of single

or multiple ECMs. It is shown that selected lumped model parameters (e.g., external resistance) can be modelled as

exponential functions of the appropriate ECMs (e.g., external wall insulation thickness).

3. Methodology

3.1. Overview160

The methodology framework is shown in Figure 1. The assumptions made for the generation of synthetic data

and for lumped parameter building modelling are discussed in Subsection 3.2. Throughout the current paper, a single

lumped parameter building model representative of an archetype model without any ECMs (i.e., a building before

retrofit) will be referred to as the baseline model. Subsection 3.3 discusses the calibration of the baseline lumped

parameter building model using synthetic data and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), a heuristic optimization tech-165

nique. This method results in a linear state-space building model, which is numerically compatible with MILP elec-

tricity grid models. Due to the randomness of the PSO seed initialisation, the calibration of a linear state-space
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building model separately for every ECM configuration will result in a baseline model and a number of retrofitted

models with unrelated parameters. This implies that each retrofit model is required to be optimised independently,

which is computationally expensive.170

The current paper introduces Sequential Calibration (Subsection 3.4), which is a methodology that describes

increments of a single ECM using only a baseline model and a parametric growth function. Using this method,

some selected building model parameters are allowed to vary as the ECM increases (e.g., external wall resistance

increases as external wall insulation thickness increases) while all the other parameters are fixed. This method results

in parametric growth curves which can be approximated a posteriori using an exponential function approximation.175

Sequential Calibration is dependent on the baseline parameters, which may not satisfy the expected positive parameter

growth (e.g., if the baseline parameter is identified at the upper parameter bound, such a parameter cannot have a

positive growth). This difficulty is solved via Simultaneous Calibration (Subsection 3.5), which is a method that

calibrates the baseline model and identifies exponential parametric growth functions for all ECMs at the same time.

It will be shown that Simultaneous Calibration can result in a calibration bias. For example, models with lower180

levels of insulation are calibrated with an inferior accuracy when compared to models with higher levels of insulation.

Therefore, a third method, Ensemble Calibration (Subsection 3.6), is introduced to correct this inaccuracy. The

difference between Simultaneous Calibration and Ensemble Calibration is that the exponential parameter growth

functions identified via Simultaneous Calibration are independent of each other (e.g., the external insulation function

is independent of the ceiling insulation function), whereas in Ensemble Calibration a parameter growth function of an185

ECM is identified for every possible combination of the other ECMs. These three methodologies are independent, so

using one does not require the use of another.

Lumped Parameter Model 
Calibration via PSO

(Subsection 3.3)

Calibrates a baseline (non 
retrofitted) lumped 

parameter building model.

Sequential Calibration and 
Exponential approximation

(Subsection 3.4)

Calibrates models as 
parametric functions of a 
baseline model. Functions 
are identified a posteriori.

Simultaneous Calibration 
(Subsection 3.5)

Calibrates the baseline model 
and identifies parametric 

functions simultaneously for 
multiple ECMs. 

Ensemble Calibration
(Subsection 3.6)

Calibrates the baseline model 
and identifies parametric 

functions for every possible
ECM configuration.

State-Space Building Model Combinatorial State-Space Building Model

Synthetic Data Generation and Building Modelling Assumptions (Subsection 3.2)

Figure 1: Overwiew of the proposed methodology

The calibration of individual building models (Subsection 3.3) results in a continuous-time lumped parameter

model and a discrete-time state-space building model. The current paper identifies a continuous-time structure (base-

line model and retrofit functions), which is denoted as an Ensemble model. The discretised Ensemble model results in190
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a combinatorial building energy model with shared dynamics (i.e., shared baseline parameters), which is potentially

linearisable for integration in power systems models.

3.2. Synthetic data generation and building modelling assumptions

Synthetic data (namely, heating load time-series udata, room temperature time-series Tr,data and attic temperature

time-series Tatt,data) was generated using a BEMS semi-detached house building archetype model. This archetype is195

representative of double glazed (Uwin = 2.88 [W/m2K], gwin = 0.759), heavily built (Uwall = 2.27 [W/m2K]) two-

storey houses, typically found in Ireland pre-1985 [24]. The dwelling features 10 thermal zones, each conditioned by

electric radiators, as well as an unconditioned attic zone. The dwelling is modelled with a moderate infiltration rate

(0.67 ACH per zone, 2.1 ACH in the attic). The weather data time-series ddata are extracted from the Dublin IWEC

weather file [45]. Internal gains and mechanical ventilation losses are omitted during the synthetic data generation200

stage and during the calibration stage. The convective heating power time-series (Qheat) is deemed to be a sufficient

excitation signal to identify the required building envelope parameters [42]. Internal gains and ventilation losses can

be latter added as convective heat inputs during the co-optimisation stage [46]. This simplification allows for the

posterior implementation of internal gains and ventilation requirements associated with diverse occupancy patterns.

The archetype will be deemed to be a protected building. The north and south façades cannot be altered and therefore205

they can only feature internal insulation. Furthermore, the west wall is modelled as adiabatic in order to emulate an

adjacent dwelling. Therefore only the east wall can feature external insulation. Finally, ceiling insulation can also be

included. This configuration allows for the study of simultaneous ECMs.

The proposed heterogeneous model topology is shown in Figure 2. Node Tamb represents the dry-bulb outdoor

temperature. Nodes Cw1 and Cw2 and resistances Rext1 , Rext2 and Rext3 model the two leaves of the external walls (as in210

[47]). The wall solar gains, Qs,wall, are applied directly to node Cw1. Cr represents the capacitance of the air mass with

room temperature Tr. Node Cint and resistance Rint model the thermal mass of the internal partitions and other slow

dynamics (as in [48]). Rwin represents the window thermal resistance. This resistance is the inverse of the window

thermal transmittance Uwin. The window solar gains Qs,win and the heating power input Qheat are split between Cr

and Cint via parameters f1 and f2. Node Cc and resistances Rc1 and Rc2 model the ceiling between Cr and the attic215

temperature node Tatt. Finally, the node Cgnd and the resistances Rgnd1 and Rgnd2 model the heat transfer between the

conditioned volume and the ground, as shown in [37]. Tgnd, the ground temperature below the conditioned space,

is assumed constant at 18 °C, which is the default value used by EnergyPlus. Thermal bridges are not modelled in

the current paper as they cannot be explicitly represented in the EnergyPlus building simulation environment. The

accurate modelling of the thermal effects of thermal bridges would require an increased level of modelling effort both220

for the archetype model (e.g., 2D thermal simulation) and a modified lumped parameter model.

The synthetic data time-series were generated for the baseline model and all possible ECM configurations. Ex-

ternal and internal insulation options were modelled as an additional expanded polystyrene (EPS) layer. Layer thick-

nesses have possible values of [0, 100, 200, 300] mm for external insulation and [0, 20, 40, 60] mm for internal insu-

10



Figure 2: Proposed lumped parameter model topology (Semi-detached House)

lation. Ceiling insulation is modelled as a glass wool layer with possible thickness values of [0, 100, 200, 300] mm.225

The synthetic data time-series were generated for the heating season only (September 15th to March 15th). The same

data is used for model calibration and performance evaluation, which implies that the metrics presented in this work

should be considered as the best attainable performance. The model geometry, glazing thermal transmittance uvalue,

glazing solar transmittance and gvalue and the infiltration rate ACH are extracted from the BEMS model.

As shown in [37] and [49], the continuous-time thermal network model and the heat transfer equations associated230

with external heat fluxes must be rearranged as a continuous-time state-space representation and then discretised for

posterior numerical applications. Due to space limitations a full numerical model is not described in this paper.

3.3. Lumped parameter model calibration via particle swarm optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population-based algorithm in which candidate solutions, represented as

particles with a given position and velocity, displace in a bounded space. Preliminary research ([50]) demonstrated that235

PSO can be used for the deterministic calibration of lumped parameter building models using EnergyPlus synthetic

data from building energy archetypes. PSO becomes particularly useful when there is insufficient information required

to obtain an accurate initial point for gradient-descent optimisation. The particle position of a candidate solution i is

represented by the nR resistances and nC capacitances of the lumped parameter building model, that is

p(i) = [Ra (i, l) Rb (i, l) . . . RnR Ca (i, l) Cb (i, l) . . . CnC] (2)

with an assigned velocity vector v (i, l) of identical dimensions. The index l represents the time-step (or function240
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evaluation count) of the PSO algorithm. The cost function of the particle is:

J (p (i, l)) =

k=NH∑
k=0

√(
Tr,data,k − Tr,k(i, l)

)2

NH
(3)

where Tr,l(i) is the temperature response of the model with the candidate solution parameters, and NH is the calibra-

tion horizon. At each time-step l, the PSO algorithm updates the velocities and positions of each particle based on

their current position, the best historic position known to each particle and the position of the best particle in their

neighbourhood. This procedure is repeated until a convergence criterion is reached. The candidate solution p(i) which245

provides the least cost becomes the optimally calibrated set of parameters p. The reader is directed to [51] for a more

detailed explanation of the algorithm. In this work, the PSO algorithm is deemed to have converged when the relative

change in the optimal cost function at time-step l is less than 0.001 K during 20 consecutive iterations. Algorithm 1

describes the calibration algorithm for a single building model.

250

Algorithm 1: Building model calibration algorithm (single building model)
Data: Candidate solution p(i, l)

Result: Computed cost function of candidate solution i, J(p(i, l))

Pre-Computed: Synthetic time-series Tr,data, udata, ddata;

Known: Building geometry information;

Assumptions: Glazing and infiltration properties: uvalue, gvalue and ACH;

while Convergence = False do

Extract Ra, Rb, . . . , Cn from p(i, l) ;

Calculate the continuous-time building model;

Discretise the model and evaluate the particle cost J(p(i, l)) (Equation 3);

Update p(i) until convergence of the PSO optimisation solver ([51]);

end

Since theoretical values can be computed using the building energy archetype model, every element of the particle

position p(i) can be re-defined as a multiplier of an associated theoretical thermal resistance and capacitance value.

The particle position p(i) becomes

p(i) = [p (i, l)1 R1,theo . . . p (i, l)nR RnR,theo p (i, l)nR+1 C1,theo . . . p (i, l)nR+nC CnC,theo] (4)

All particle positions associated with resistances were bounded between 0.1 and 10 [−] and all particle positions

associated with capacitances were bounded between 1 × 10−2 and 1 × 102 [−]. The dimensionless factors f1 and f2

were bounded between 0.25 and 0.75. The theoretical thermal resistance and capacitance values used in the current
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paper are defined in Appendix A.255

Figure 3 shows the response of the calibrated model between December 1st and December 11th. A heating

schedule with two heating windows was defined: one in the early morning (7AM to 9AM) and another in the evening

(5PM to 11PM). The temperature set-point is deemed to be 21°C for living areas and 18°C for all other thermal

zones. These set-points and schedules are representative of domestic heating requirements in Ireland ([52, 53]). An

air capacitance multiplier of 11 was included in the EnergyPlus archetypes in order to represent realistic building260

behaviour [54]. Hence the room temperature may not reach the set-point.
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Figure 3: Temperature response of the calibrated model, Dec. 1st-11th

Three performance metrics were considered. The first is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which is the difference

between the synthetic data and the model response [29]. The second metric is the Mean Biased Error (MBE, which

signals whether a model underestimates (negative value) or overestimates (positive value) building response ([55])

The third metric is the Coefficient of Variation of the Root Mean Square Error (CV(RMS E)), commonly represented265

in the building modelling literature [55, 56]. ASHRAE Guideline 14-2000 [57] states that a model can be deemed as

calibrated if the CV(RMS E) deviates by less than 10% for annual metered energy data and 30% for hourly metered

energy data. While this guideline applies to energy data, the metric serves as a guideline for temperature calibration

accuracy.

The calibrated model estimates accurately the thermal response (MAE = 0.205 °C, CV(RMS E) = 1.592%,270

MBE = −0.01%). The calibrated state-space building model was used on a heating load estimation routine imple-

mented using the General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS). The error in heating load estimation with respect
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to the synthetic data was found to be 2.67%. Hence this particular model is deemed to be calibrated. Figure 3

also shows the response of the model prior to calibration (i.e., a model which uses the theoretical values described

in Appendix A). The model response significantly deviates from the archetype model response (MAE = 1.437 °C,275

CV(RMS E) = 10.09%, MBE = 7.393%). The error in heating load estimation increased significantly (37.17%).

Hence the need for model calibration, despite the availability of theoretical estimates for model parameters.

3.4. Sequential calibration and exponential approximation

Figure 4 helps to visualize the nature of the problem that this research aims to address. Scenario (a) corresponds

to the baseline (or uninsulated) case. The temperature evolution Tr,0

(
p?0

)
is the response of an optimally-calibrated280

model prior to any retrofit measures, p?0 . In scenario (b), an insulation layer of thickness ∆x is added, which yields an

average change in internal temperature Tr,∆x

(
p?0 + ∆p

)
, assuming the same environmental conditions in both cases.

The variation ∆p is the parametric evolution between both scenarios. Since the initial PSO seed is randomized, and

the optimization problem is non-convex, the independent calibration of these models will result in two different sets

of calibration parameters.285

,∆
∗

,∆ ,,
∗

Figure 4: Increment in temperature due to increase in external insulation

Adding insulation results in an increment of the thermal resistance of a building element. The total resistance of a

building element can be modelled as the sum of baseline calibration parameter R?
0 and the parametric variations

Rtotal ' R?
0 + {∆Rext (∆xext) , ∆Rint (∆xint) , ∆Rceil (∆xceil)} (5)

Ctotal ' C?
0 + {∆Cext (∆Cext) , ∆Cint (∆Cint) , ∆Rceil (∆Cceil)} (6)

where ∆Rext, ∆Rint and ∆Rceil are the parametric variations in resistance due to thickness increments in external,

internal and ceiling insulation (where appropriate). ∆Cext, ∆Cint and ∆Cceil are the parametric increments in capaci-

tance due to thickness increments in external, internal and ceiling insulation (where appropriate). Theoretically, the

capacitance of a building element may be altered due to the addition of material layers. For example, it is possible

that building elements with low thermal capacitance are retrofitted with a thick layer of insulation. The current paper290

deals only with increments in thermal resistance as insulation is progressively added. The objective of this subsection
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is to find a mechanism to automatically determine such variations in lumped parameter building models using BEMS

synthetic data. This is exemplified by the study of the variation of external wall resistance Rext1 as insulation is pro-

gressively added to the building. By semi-physical modelling, additions in external insulation are likely to modify

Rext1 . One alternative to overcome the randomness in PSO seed generation, and therefore isolate parameter evolution295

to a single parameter, consists of splitting the building model parameters between a set of variable parameters V (in

this case Rext1 ) and fix the other building model parameters. The set of fixed parameters is denoted by F . A locally

optimal method to determine the evolution of Rext1 as insulation increases consists of studying the parametric variation

between insulation steps. For example, denote R?
ext1,∆xext=10 as the optimal value of the external resistance when only

10 mm of external insulation has been added. R?
ext1,∆xext=10 will be used as the initial point of the calibration problem300

which finds R?
ext1,∆xext=20. This method is denoted as Sequential Calibration. A similar approach, introduced in [58]

focuses on the real-time identification of lumped parameter models with respect to a baseline model in a temporal

dimension, whereas the current paper is concerned with a physical dimension (e.g., insulation thickness).

This approach is demonstrated using the energy models detailed in Subsection 3.2. First, 31 sets of synthetic tem-

perature time-series data were generated using the archetype model enhanced with an expanded polystyrene (EPS)305

layer with thickness varying between [0−300] mm in 10 mm steps. A baseline model is then calibrated, using the pro-

cedure outlined in Subsection 3.3. The baseline model parameters p?0 =
[
R?

ext1,0
R?

ext2,0
. . . RnR C?

w1,0
C?

w2,0
. . . CnC]

are used as the initial point of the sequential approach. The procedure is outlined in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Sequential Calibration
Data: Optimally calibrated baseline parameter p?0 (Subsection 3.3)

Result: Parametric evolution ofV: {R?
ext1,∆xext=10, R?

ext1,∆xext=20, . . .R?
ext1,∆xext=300}

Pre-Computed: Synthetic time-series Tr,data, udata, ddata;

Known: Building geometry information;

Assumptions: Glazing and infiltration properties: uwin, gwin and ACH ;

Initialisation: Define fixed parameters F and variable parametersV = {Rext1 };

Define the initial point Rext1,∆xext=0 as R?
ext1,0

from p?0 ;

for k = 10 : 10 : 300 do

Call local optimisation routine with initial point Rext1,∆xext=k−10;

while Convergence = False do

Calculate the continuous-time building model with parameters p = {V∆xext=k = Rext1,∆xext=k,F };

Discretise the model and evaluate the solution cost J(p) (Equation 3);

Update Rext1,∆xext=k until convergence of the local optimisation solver;

end

Update Rext1,∆xext=k with the optimal solution R?
ext1,∆xext=k;

end
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Figure 5 shows that the parametric evolution of Rext1 takes the shape of a curve, which was identified to be310

fourth order using the MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox [59]. The MATLAB function fmincon, which implements a

Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm, was used as the local optimization solver.
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Figure 5: Exponential approximation of non-linear parametric evolution

This parametric evolution curve can be approximated with the exponential function

Rext1,∆xext
' R?

ext1,0 + αext e
(
1− βext

∆xext/1000

)
, ∆xext ≥ 0 (7)

where Rext1,∆xext represents the value of Rext1 at a given insulation ∆xext, and αext and βext are the identified retrofit

function parameters. For this particular example, αext = 0.141 and βext = 0.127 were found using a parameter

identification routine using IPOPT [60]. Figure 5 also shows that the parametric evolution is similar to ∆Tavg,data(∆x),

the average increase in synthetic room temperature due to retrofit measures, defined as

∆Tavg,data(∆x) =

k=NH∑
k=0

Tr,data,∆x,k − Tr,data,0,k

NH
(8)

The intuition here is that large or small variations in average indoor air temperature difference will be reflected

in large or small parametric adjustments, which results in the non-linear evolution of the parameters. The theoretical

prediction for the total resistance of a multi-layered wall is defined ([40]) by the equation:

Rtotal =
1

Awall

rsi + rso +

m=nl∑
m=1

∆xm

λm

 (9)

where rsi, rso are inside and outside surface resistances and λm is the thermal conductance of a material layer m.

By definition, monotonically positive increments in insulation thickness will result in monotonically positive linear
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increments in Rtotal with a positive slope 1
λins

, where λins is the thermal conductance of the insulating material. In315

Sequential Calibration, however, this theoretical prediction holds true only for one dimensional heat transfer only.

Figure 5 shows that the parametric evolution can be deemed to be linear for low levels of insulation (below 50 mm

of EPS insulation thickness), which is aligned with the theoretical prediction. At high levels of insulation (above 150

mm of EPS insulation thickness) the parametric evolution saturates, which is in line with insulation saturation.

Figure 6 shows that the error-related performance metrics (i.e., MAE, CV(RMS E)) increase as insulation thickness320

increases, which implies that the baseline set of parameters p?0 is not representative of highly insulated models. Thus,

both the baseline parameters and the parameter growth (Equation 7) need to be identified simultaneously.
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Figure 6: Exponential parameter approximation for external retrofit and error related performance metrics

3.5. Simultaneous calibration

Finding exponential parametric growth functions depends entirely on the selection of an appropriate baseline

parameters p?0 . Furthermore, the retrofit function parameters αext and βext can only be identified a posteriori, which325

implies deviation in performance metrics 6). For incorrectly selected baseline parameters, the parametric growth could

have a different behaviour (e.g., negative evolution), which is numerically feasible due to the local optimality nature

of the method, but which lacks any meaningful physical sense (i.e., wall resistance values must increase as insulation

increases). One approach to address this issue is to simultaneously calibrate the baseline parameters (Equation 4) and

the parametric growth equation (Equation 7) for all of the ECMs. The method is denoted as Simultaneous calibration.330

The calibration algorithm described in Algorithm 3 (Appendix B). The candidate solution p(i, l) now includes

the baseline model parameters and the calibration parameters α and β for each desired ECM. The upper and lower
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parameter bounds for these parameters were defined as 2 and 0.001, respectively. In the current paper, the variable

parameters V were selected as follows: The external wall resistance Rext2 is affected by increments in external in-

sulation, the internal wall resistance Rext3 is affected by internal insulation and the external ceiling insulation Rceil1335

is affected by ceiling insulation. The selection criteria corresponds to a semi-physical modelling argument. In the

lumped parameter building model framework, the selected parameters are most likely to be affected by the ECMs.

The choice of Rext2 over Rext1 to model external insulation relates exclusively to calibration performance and will be

explained in the results section. The candidate solution (i.e., particle position) p(i) now includes the baseline parame-

ters p0 and the variable parametersV. At each iteration l of the PSO solver, the global cost Jglobal(p(i)) is initialised.340

The global cost is the addition of the individual calibration performance (Equation 3). This global cost enables the

algorithm to identify the baseline parameters and retrofit functions which simultaneously calibrate the baseline and

all possible retrofitted models.

Define next, nint and nceil as the number of increments for external, internal and ceiling insulation, respectively.

Define the indexes M ∈ [1, next + 1], N ∈ [1, nint + 1] and O ∈ [1, nceil + 1] are increment indexes for the respective345

insulation directions. An index value of 1 represents that the baseline parameter is considered (i.e., the ECM has not

been considered). For example, consider next = 4. If the maximum external insulation thickness is 300 mm, each

increment of M represents an increment of 100 mm of external insulation. When no external insulation is considered,

then the index M = 1 and Rext1 = R?
ext1,0

, regardless of N and O. This nomenclature allows to use a triad {N,M,O}

to define models at different levels of insulation. For each possible ECM configuration, the method calculates the350

performance of each modelled retrofit using the baseline parameters p0 and the calculated values of the variable

parametersVM,N,O.

Simultaneous Calibration defines, by design, the shape of the parametric growth, which has been identified in the

previous section as exponential, but which could be of another nature under other modelling framework. Furthermore,

the identification of each retrofit function is affected by the total calibration performance (i.e., global cost), which355

depends on the baseline parameters and the retrofit functions. Therefore, the method takes into account the calibration

accuracy of mixed insulation models.

3.6. Ensemble calibration

Simultaneous Calibration identifies parametric evolution functions which take into account all possible ECM con-

figurations. The method, however, assumes that a single parametric growth function (Equation 7) will be sufficiently360

representative of mixed insulated models which depend on other ECMs. For example, the parameters R?
ext1 α

?
ext and

β?ext define the parametric evolution of external insulation (for M = [1, 2, 3, 4]) regardless of existing levels of internal

insulation (e.g., N = 4, O = 1) or a combined internal and ceiling insulation (e.g., N = 4, O = 4). Due to the inherited

inaccuracies of simplified linear modelling, it is possible that some retrofit functions may not be representative of

all possible ECM configurations. This will lead to an inaccurate calibration and potentially to a calibration which is365
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biased.

One method to avoid such calibration bias (and thus increase accuracy for all models) is to model the parametric

evolutions of an ECM as explicitly dependent on all the possible combinations of the other ECMs. In the previ-

ous example, two parametric growth functions of external insulation would now be identified using the parameters

{αN=4,O=1 βN=4,O=1} and {αN=4,O=4, βN=4,O=4 }. If the procedure is automated for every single possible ECM configura-370

tion, all models are likely to be more accurate, since the retrofit function is exclusive for an ECM configuration. The

simultaneous calibration of a set of baseline parameters p?0 and the parametric evolution functions of ECMs modelled

as explicitly dependent on all possible combinations of the other ECMs is denoted as Ensemble Calibration. The

method is described in Algorithm 4 (Appendix C). The fundamental difference with respect to the previous method

(Algorithm 3) is the explicit definition of growth parameters which are dependent on the other ECMs (e.g, αextN,O ,375

βextN,O ).

Ensemble Calibration results in a more accurate model at the expense of a larger dimensionality. For example:

for external insulation, 16 piecewise calibration functions are identified (next × nint), each one represented by two

calibration parameters. Thus 32 variables need to be identified, in lieu of the 2 variables required in Simultaneous

Calibration. Since all non-variable model parameters are shared via F , Ensemble Calibration identifies a continuous-380

time structure which defines all the possible next × ninit × nceil retrofitted models as variations of the baseline model

p?0 and the parametric variations (VM,N,O). That is, the dynamics of all retrofitted models are related to the baseline

model. The advantages of this property will be elaborated in the Discussion (Section 5).

4. Results

4.1. Simultaneous calibration385

The Simultaneous Calibration methodology (Subsection 3.5) was applied to the semi-detached house archetype

model (Subsection 3.2). Only four calibration steps (baseline model plus three insulation increments) were considered

for each dimension. A higher resolution was deemed to be computationally too expensive. The baseline model

was simultaneously calibrated with three exponential parametrisations, each representing an ECM, as outlined in

Algorithm 3.3. Table 1 describes eight different ECM configurations that are considered in this document to analyse390

calibration performance. Test 1 corresponds to the baseline model (i.e., the building before retrofits). Tests 2-4

correspond to ECM configurations with a mix of internal and ceiling insulation. These tests are representative of

dwellings where external insulation cannot be added due to aesthetic preferences or building regulations. In such

a scenario, Tests 3 and 4 will be the more representative of building retrofit practice. Tests 5-8 corresponds to a

mixture of ceiling insulation and a moderate level of external insulation (100 mm) before progressively adding internal395

insulation. In retrofit practice, Test 5 is most likely to be adopted due to economic considerations. The test cases were

chosen to illustrate the effect of model inaccuracy due to calibration bias. Since the methods result in the identification
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of parametric structures, which are functions of layer thickness, commercially-available levels of insulation (e.g., 150

mm of ceiling insulation) can be extracted with relative ease.

Table 1: Insulation Levels for each Test Case (in [mm])

Insulation Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 Test 7 Test 8
External (EPS) [mm] 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100
Internal (EPS) [mm] 0 40 80 120 0 40 80 120
Ceiling (Glass wool) [mm] 0 300 300 300 300 300 300 300

Table 2 summarizes the performance of this calibration method for all the test cases. The Simultaneous Cali-400

bration algorithm slightly overestimates the synthetic data (positive MBE value) in the baseline model (Test 1) and

considerably underestimates the synthetic data (negative MBE values) in Tests 3 and 4. The key performance metric

(MAE) are outside of the acceptable accuracy range (MAE below 0.5 °C) for those test cases and therefore cannot be

deemed as calibrated. The relatively poor calibration accuracy of Test 5 (MAE = 0.414 °C) is significantly higher than

the good performance achieved in Tests 6-8 (e.g., MAE close to 0.2 °C, as per Subsection 3.3), even though the only405

variation is the progressive addition of internal insulation. This demonstrates the potential drawbacks of calibration

bias in Simultaneous Calibration. Figures 7 and 8 compare the model response for the test cases with respect to the

synthetic data. Figure 7 clearly shows the the model underestimation associated with Tests 3 and 4. These models

will result in heating load underestimation. Likewise, Figure 8 shows the good calibration accuracy of Tests 6-8. Test

5, while still an acceptable calibration, presents an slight underestimation of the synthetic data.410
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Figure 7: Model response for Tests 1-4 (Simultaneous Calibration)

Figures 9 and 10 show the histograms of the absolute error between the calibrated model response and the synthetic

data at each time-step. A good calibration is represented by a distribution skewed towards the vertical axis (Tests 7

and 8 in Figure 10). The shape of the absolute error distributions for Tests 3 and 4 (Figure 9) can be interpreted as
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Figure 8: Model response for Tests 1-4 (Simultaneous Calibration)

Table 2: Performance Metrics: Simultaneous Calibration

Metric Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 Test 7 Test 8
MAE [°C] 0.574 0.421 0.730 0.968 0.414 0.272 0.249 0.2471
MBE [%] 2.893 -0.232 -4.046 -5.401 -1.804 0.798 0.261 0.1556
CV(RMS E) [%] 4.165 3.140 4.738 5.918 2.911 2.008 1.801 1.7759

an error distribution around a persistent mean calibration error (bias). For Tests 3 and 4, the absolute errors can go

as high as 2.5 °C. The best performing models (Test cases 6-8) are calibrated below a maximum absolute error of415

approximately 1 °C (Figure 10).
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Figure 9: MAE histograms for Tests 1-4 (Simultaneous Calibration)
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Figure 10: MAE histograms for Tests 5-8 (Simultaneous Calibration)

4.2. Ensemble calibration

The Ensemble Calibration method (Subsection 3.6) was applied to the archetype model using Algorithm 4. The

Ensemble Calibration method reduces the global optimization cost (Jglobal = RMS Eavg = 0.224°C, compared to

Jglobal = 0.424°C for Simultaneous Calibration). This enhanced performance is clearly appreciated in the reduced420

MAE values of Tests 1, 3 and 4 when compared with respect to their performance using Simultaneous Calibration

(Table 2). Most importantly, model underestimation/overestimation is considerably reduced for these test cases. The

performance of Test 5 improves considerably (MAE = 0.218 °C in Ensemble calibration, MAE = 0.414 °C in

Simultaneous Calibration). Such an improvement is not immediately translated to Tests 6-8, which were already at

good performance levels (MAE values close to MAE = 0.2 in Table 2).425

Table 3: Performance Metrics: Ensemble Calibration

Metric Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 Test 7 Test 8
MAE [°C] 0.317 0.350 0.266 0.278 0.218 0.190 0.195 0.201
MBE [%] 0.609 -0.630 0.247 -0.314 0.098 -0.021 -0.032 0.013
CV(RMS E) [%] 2.372 2.594 1.875 1.922 1.606 1.377 1.411 1.454

The improved calibration performance is noticeable in the model response shown in Figures 11 and 12. Noticeably,

Tests 3 and 4 (Figure 11) do not present a persistent temperature underestimation (as in Figure 7), which is the key

objective of the Ensemble Calibration methodology. All the test cases show an adequate match with respect to the

synthetic data, particularly the mixed insulation ECM configurations (Tests 5-8). It is clear, however, that a slight

calibration bias is still present in the baseline model (MAE = 0.31°C), which, while acceptable as calibration accuracy,430

is below the desirable value (MAE = 0.2°C), which is slightly noticeable when compared with the model response

of Tests 5-8. Figure 13 shows that the MAE distributions for the ECM configurations with biased calibration (e.g.,
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Tests 3-4 in Figure 9) are now skewed towards the vertical axis, which is a significant improvement. However, Tests

1 and 2 still show occasional error deviations up to 1.5 °C. At the same time, Figure 14 shows a very good calibration

performance, with most of the model errors located below 0.5 °C. Therefore, Ensemble Calibration has shown a435

noticeable improvement in the reduction of calibration bias, but such bias is nonetheless persistent. This implies that

further study on the mechanisms of bias reduction is required.
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Figure 11: Model response for Tests 1-4 (Ensemble Calibration)
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Figure 12: Model response for Tests 5-8 (Ensemble Calibration)

Figures 15 and 16 visualise such effect using MAE heat maps. The vertical axis represents the four possible

values of external insulation (index M). The horizontal axis represents the four possible values of internal insulation

(index N) at different values of ceiling insulation (index O). Each building energy model is represented by an element440

in the heat map. Every element is denoted by the index triad {M,N,O}, which describes its level of insulation,
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Figure 13: MAE histograms for Tests 1-4 (Ensemble Calibration)
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Figure 14: MAE histograms for Tests 5-8 (Ensemble Calibration)
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and its performance using MAE as the key metric. Table 4 denotes the relationship between the indexes with the

corresponding insulation thickness and the lumped model parameters affected by each ECM.

Table 4: Insulation Configuration for Ensemble Calibration Indexes (in [mm])

Index Insulation 1 2 3 4 Parameter
M External (EPS) [mm] 0 50 100 150 Rext2
N Internal (EPS) [mm] 0 40 80 120 Rext3
O Ceiling (Glass wool) [mm] 0 100 200 300 Rceil1

Figure 15 shows the MAE error distribution obtained with Simultaneous Calibration. The largest MAE values (in

red) are clustered in the bottom row, which corresponds to progressive additions of ceiling insulation (N = [1, 2, 3, 4])445

at all possible levels of ceiling insulation. This bias was illustrated in Tests 2-4. The bias is non-uniform. Without ex-

ternal insulation, progressive levels of internal insulation at maximum ceiling insulation (O = 4) result in an increased

error (models {1, 1, 4} to {1, 4, 4}, on the bottom corner). The same is not true for the cases once external insulation

is added (e.g., models {3, 1, 4} to {3, 4, 4}, which corresponds to Tests 5-8). In Ensemble Calibration (Figure 16), the

error distribution is more uniform, but there still persist a residual calibration bias with respect to less insulated ECM450

configurations.
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Figure 15: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) Heat Map (Simultaneous Calibration)

4.2.1. Parameter Selection

The results shown describe the best performance metric for each methodology under the variable parameter selec-

tionV = {Rext2 ,Rext3 ,Rceil1 }. The reason for this parameter selection is calibration performance. While semi-physical
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Figure 16: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) Heat Map (Ensemble Calibration)

modelling reasoning suggests that Rext1 should be the parameter chosen, the resulting calibration accuracy is inferior455

with respect to the selection of Rext2 . As mentioned earlier, Ensemble Calibration achieved Jglobal = 0.224 °C when

Rext2 was selected as the variable parameter. When Rext1 is selected, the calculated global costs are Jglobal = 0.574

°C for Simultaneous Calibration and Jglobal = 0.509 °C for Ensemble Calibration. Figures 17 and 18 show the MAE

heat maps correspond to the selection of Rext1 as the variable parameter for Simultaneous Calibration and Ensemble

Calibration, respectively. Note that a different scale is used to explain the behaviour of the calibration algorithms. Fig-460

ure 17 shows that the Simultaneous Calibration algorithm results in a calibration bias towards less insulated elements

(especially with respect to the models prior to external insulation, bottom row) and this bias is slightly improved by

Ensemble Calibration (Figure 18), but the performance is ultimately inferior to Ensemble Calibration using Rext2 as

variable parameter (Figure 16).

A sensitivity analysis of the Ensemble model was run using the methodology proposed by Marino et al. [61].

The study tested the sensitivity of the Ensemble model to the potentially variable parameters (Rext1 , Rext2 , Rext3 , Rceil1

and Rceil2 ). The analysis showed that Rext1 is the most sensitive parameter (partial rank correlation coefficient of 0.87)

regardless of whether increments in external insulation were considered or not. Therefore, parametric variations in

Rext1 will have a significant impact on all the calibrated building models. Since the heuristic optimisation algorithm

seeks to minimise the sum of individual errors, it will identify a baseline Rext1 which is satisfactory for most models.

This implies a design bias towards favouring mixed insulation models, which is exactly the behaviour that Ensemble

Calibration seeks to avoid. Furthermore, the thermal performance of the retrofitted wall can be expressed as a series

sum of thermal resistances, where the equivalent U-value of the combined wall becomes

Uwall =
1

(R∆ext + Rext1 ) + Rext2 + Rext3
=

1
Rext1 + (R∆ext + Rext2 ) + Rext3

(10)
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Figure 17: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) Heat Map, Rext1 as variable parameter (Simultaneous Calibration)
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Figure 18: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) Heat Map, Rext1 as variable parameter (Ensemble Calibration)

and therefore the desired thermal effect (parametric increment in total wall resistance) is achieved by shifting the465

expected parametric growth from Rext1 to Rext2 . Table 5 shows that using Ensemble Calibration with Rext2 as the

variable parameter provides the best average MAEavg after 50 calibration runs. Table 5 shows the mean µ and standard

deviation σ of the average MAE of all the calibrated models of a Simultaneous or Ensemble model. It is clear that the

best performance is largely obtained by using Ensemble Calibration and Rext2 as the variable parameter.
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Table 5: Statistical significance of the results (50 runs)

Calibration Variable µMAEavg σMAEavg

Simultaneous Rext1 0.386 0.081
Ensemble Rext1 0.349 0.024
Simultaneous Rext2 0.476 0.081
Ensemble Rext2 0.284 0.043

5. Discussion470

The three proposed calibration methodologies result in the identification of continuous-time Ensemble models.

The Ensemble models consist of a baseline lumped parameter building model, which when combined with exponen-

tial functions, describe the variations in model parameters due to different ECM configurations. While it could be

argued that extending a baseline model with theoretical approximations (e.g., Equation 9) or other simplified models

should suffice, it is known that the theoretical model thermal performance may significantly differ from the more475

realistic BEMS building model performance (as shown in [50]). Hence the need to use automated calibration in

order to identify lumped parameter building models representative of retrofitted BEMS archetypes. The proposed

methodologies do not explicitly deal with building model uncertainty. However, such a study is feasible, if a param-

eter distribution (e.g., wall thermal transmittance Uwall) is associated with elements of the baseline lumped parameter

model (e.g., Rext1 - Rext3 ) in a stochastic optimization framework. Obtaining an Ensemble model using metered data in480

lieu of synthetic data is not feasible as this would require the acquisition of metered data sets (and therefore metered

dwellings) for each ECM configuration under similar environmental conditions. On the other hand, the validation

of the linear archetype building energy models identified via Ensemble calibration is feasible, provided that there

exists an accurately calibrated pre-retrofit BEMS model of the dwelling for Ensemble calibration and that pre- and

post-retrofit data are available. However, a physical validation of the proposed methodology is beyond the scope of485

the current paper.

The current paper introduces methodologies which model parametric growth due to ECMs in a lumped parameter

building modelling framework. The advantage of the lumped parameter framework is the semi-physical interpretation

of the model parameters. That is, there is a preliminary expectation of the model parameters that may vary when

insulation is progressively added to a given building element. The modelling approach can be extended to other opaque490

construction measures (e.g., floor insulation, cavity wall insulation and roof insulation). However, window retrofits

are not directly implementable in the current framework, as the building models are sensitive to large variations in the

thermal transmittance parameter Uwin. The inclusion of window retrofits is left for future study. The method can be

adapted to other linear building modelling and identification frameworks (e.g., linear regression). The current paper

has shown that the retrofit function can take the form of an exponential function. In the case of linear regression the495

question becomes one of identifying the regression coefficients affected by the ECMs while simultaneously identifying
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the set of retrofit functions which fit the synthetic data best.

There is no strict need to use only one retrofit function per ECM. Consider the case of a building element with

variable capacitance. The effect of the combined retrofit functions would be equivalent to fine tuning the product
1

Ri Ci
. This adjustment may prove numerically advantageous for calibration accuracy purposes. Note, however, that the500

modelling of additional retrofit functions does not guarantee a significant increment in calibration accuracy. There-

fore, a trade-off must be reached between computational complexity and calibration accuracy. The methodologies

introduced in the current paper form the basis of future studies on how the numerical interpretation of the lumped

parameter framework may evolve in order to obtain the calibration of Ensemble building models.

Since the Ensemble model structure is functional, commercially-available values of insulation thickness not con-505

sidered during the calibration process (e.g., 150 mm of ceiling insulation) can be extracted by means of a simple

calculation (Equation 6) without the need for further model calibration. Furthermore, this study can be extended to

more practical consideration (e.g., study of wall U-value targets) by means of altering the synthetic data generation

methodology (i.e., optimise each archetype for target wall U-values, then proceed with Ensemble Calibration). It

is also worth noting that while Simultaneous Calibration was not successful in calibrating ECM configurations with510

mixed insulation, it has other potential applications where a single building parameter is altered as a function of ECMs

or other environmental conditions. Table 6 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed automated

calibration methodologies.

Finally, the numerical implementation of the Ensemble model is discussed. The thermal dynamics of a lumped

parameter building model can be represented by state-space continuous-time models, which are discretised for nu-515

merical implementation [49]. These models are matrix representations of building thermal dynamics. The building

models can be considered as a combinatorial model since all models are related to the baseline model. Furthermore, it

is straightforward to identify the variation in dynamics due to building retrofits. It suffices to subtract the dynamics of

a retrofitted building model from the dynamics of the baseline model. The advantage of such formulation is that the

combinatorial retrofitted building models are potentially amenable to the simultaneous solution of cost-based building520

retrofit optimisation and heating load estimation via linearisation heuristics.

Future work will study the development of heuristic linearisation approaches for the solution of the combinatorial

heating estimation problem. Likewise, other work will focus on the integration of building-to-grid models for retrofit

investment planning studies from a wider European context. Further work efforts are also required in the explicit

description of the shape of retrofit functions outside of the lumped parameter modelling framework. Finally, additional525

work is also required in the incorporation of other ECMs (e.g., glazing and air tightness) in Ensemble Calibration, as

well as the propagation of building model uncertainty in Ensemble models.
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Table 6: Summary of proposed calibration methodologies

Methodology Advantages Disadvantages
Lumped parameter model
calibration via PSO
(Subsection 3.3)

• Calibrates models to good accu-
racy levels (MAE ≤ 0 3°C)

• Sensible to random PSO seed
generation
• Requires separate building-to-

grid analysis for each ECM config-
uration

Sequential calibration and
exponential approximation
(Subsection 3.4)

• Fast (uses gradient-descent
solvers)

• Requires adequate baseline pa-
rameters (e.g., not upper boundary)
•May yield to negative parametric

growth (unrealistic)
Simultaneous calibration
(Subsection 3.5)

• Identifies baseline parameters
adequate for parametric growth
•Mixed insulation ECM configu-

rations are explicitly considered
• Suitable for single parameter

variation

• Inaccurate with respect to indi-
vidual calibration (Subsection 3.3)
• Likely to present calibration bias

Ensemble calibration
(Subsection 3.6)

• Improves model calibration ac-
curacy with respect to Simultane-
ous Calibration
• Reduces calibration bias
• Functional structure (intermedi-

ate insulation values can be ex-
tracted)

• Computationally demanding
• Slightly inaccurate with respect

to individual calibration (Subsec-
tion 3.3)

6. Conclusions

The current paper introduced three calibration methodologies which aim to represent lumped parameter building

models as mathematical functions of single or multiple ECMs (e.g., external wall insulation). The first methodology,530

Sequential Calibration, showed that lumped model parameter growth can be identified as an exponential function of

monotonically increasing levels of an individual ECM (e.g., increments in external insulation layer thickness). The

second methodology, Simultaneous Calibration, showed that both the baseline model calibration and the parameter

growth function identification can be performed simultaneously for an individual ECM. It was shown that this cali-

bration method is potentially biased when multiple ECM configurations are considered, given that the retrofit function535

for one ECM is identified independently of all possible combinations of the other ECMs. The third methodology,

Ensemble Calibration, accurately calibrates all possible retrofit models by means of explicitly defining parameter

growth functions of an ECM for every single combination of the other functions. This methodology results in an

even distribution of individual model accuracy while requiring the identification of a larger number of calibration

parameters. The methodologies introduced in the current paper generate lumped parameter models for different ECM540

configurations for any archetype building energy model. The generated lumped parameter models are numerically

suitable for the integrated analysis of building retrofits and electricity grid models.
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Appendix A: Theoretical Thermal Resistances and Capacitances

Table A1 describes the theoretical thermal resistance and capacitance values, according with the formulation

described in[40], and using the material and geometry information from the semi-detached EnergyPlus archetype665

energy model described in [24].

Table A1: Theoretical Thermal Lumped Resistance and Capacitance per Construction

Construction Lumped Resistance [m2K/W] Lumped Capacitance [J/kgK]
External Wall Rext,theo=0.5815 Cext,theo = 2.040 × 107

Ceiling Rceil,theo = 2.135 Cceil,theo = 1.716 × 106

Floor Rgnd,theo = 0.197 Cgnd,theo = 2.923 × 107

Internal Partitions Rint,theo = 0.3205 Cint,theo = 2.040 × 107

Table A2 describes the association between specific lumped model parameters (Figure 2) and the theoretical values

(Table A1).

Table A2: Relationship between Lumped Model Parameters and Theoretical Values

Parameters Baseline Parameter
Rext1,theo, Rext2,theo, Rext3,theo Rext,theo/3
Cw1,theo, Cw2,theo, Cext,theo/2
Rceil1,theo, Rceil2,theo Rceil,theo/2
Rceil1,theo, Rceil2,theo Cceil,theo/2
Rgnd1,theo, Rgnd2,theo Rgnd,theo/2
Cgnd1,theo, Cgnd2,theo Cgnd,theo/2
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Appendix B: Simultaneous Calibration Algorithm670

Algorithm 3: Simultaneous Calibration
Result: Parametric evolution ofV: {Rext2

?
N,M,O,Rext3

?
N,M,O, . . . ,Rceil1

?
N,M,O}

Pre-Computed: Synthetic time-series Tr,data, udata, Tattic,data, ddata;

Known: Building geometry information;

Assumptions: Glazing and infiltration properties: uwin, gwin and ACH ;

Initialisation: Define upper and lower boundaries for baseline model parameters p0 ;

Define upper and lower boundaries for the growth parameters αext, βext, αint, βint,αceil and βceil ;

Define fixed parameters F and variable parametersV = {Rext2 N,M,O,Rext3 N,M,O, Rceil1 N,M,O};

Call the PSO routine with particles p(i) = {p0(i),V(i)};

while Convergence = False do

Initialise the global cost Jglobal (p(i)) = 0;

for M = 1 : next do

for N = 1 : nint do

for O = 1 : nceil do

if M > 1 then

Calculate wall resistance (Rext2 N,M,O) with αext and βext (Equation 7);

end

if N > 1 then

Calculate internal wall resistance (Rext3 N,M,O) with αint and βint (Equation 7);

end

if O > 1 then

Calculate external ceiling resistance (Rceil1 N,M,O) with αceil and βceil (Equation 7);

end

Calculate the continuous-time building model with p0 andVN,M,O;

Discretise the model and evaluate the local solution cost Jlocal
(
p0,VN,M,O

)
(Equation 3);

Update the global solution cost Jglobal (p(i)) = Jglobal (p(i)) + Jlocal
(
p0,VN,M,O

)
;

end

end

end

Update p(i) until convergence of the PSO optimisation solver ([51]);

end
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Appendix C: Ensemble Calibration Algorithm

Algorithm 4: Ensemble Calibration
Result: Parametric evolution ofV: {Rext2

?
N,M,O,Rext3

?
N,M,O, . . . ,Rceil1

?
N,M,O}

Pre-Computed: Synthetic time-series Tr,data, Tattic,data, udata, ddata;

Known: Building geometry information;

Assumptions: Glazing and infiltration properties: uwin, gwin and ACH;

Initialisation: Define upper and lower boundaries for baseline model parameters p0;

Define upper and lower boundaries for the growth parameters αextN,O , βextN,O , αintM,O , βintM,O ,

αceilN,M and βceilN,M ;

Define fixed parameters F and variable parametersV = {Rext2 N,M,O,Rext3 N,M,O, Rceil1 N,M,O};

Call the PSO routine with particles p(i) = {p0(i),V(i), };

while Convergence = False do

Initialise the global cost Jglobal (p(i)) = 0;

for M = 1 : next do

for N = 1 : nint do

for O = 1 : nceil do

if M > 1 then

Calculate wall resistance (Rext2 N,M,O) with αextN,O and βextN,O (Equation 7);

end

if N > 1 then

Calculate internal wall resistance (Rext3 N,M,O) with αintM,O and βintM,O (Equation 7);

end

if O > 1 then

Calculate external ceiling resistance (Rceil1 N,M,O) with αceilN,M and βceilN,M (Equation 7);

end

Calculate the continuous-time building model with p0 andVN,M,O;

Discretise the model and evaluate the local solution cost Jlocal
(
p0,VN,M,O

)
(Equation 3);

Update the global solution cost Jglobal (p(i)) = Jglobal (p(i)) + Jlocal
(
p0,VN,M,O

)
;

end

end

end

Update p(i) until convergence of the PSO optimisation solver ([51]);

end
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